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1 Introduction
The various and successful applications of rewriting has brought the need for automated
manipulation of TRSs, thus of rewriting tools. Amongst those is the CiME system [2].

CiME is a toolbox which may be used for dealing with matching and unification of
strings or terms modulo equational theories (A, AC,. . . ), tree automata, parameterized
string rewriting [4], etc. Its capabilities w.r.t. TRSs include confluence checking, com-
pletion; it is also able to find (AC-)termination proofs with full automation, thanks to
its termination experts and its efficient constraint solver over finite domains.

2 Proving Termination
A termination proof search in CiME begins with computation of termination con-
straints. These may be checked by ACRPO [5] or translated into Diophantine con-
straints in order to obtain polynomial interpretations. In that last case, the finite domain
constraint solver of CiME tries to find a solution. Our policy is to provide a tool for
proving termination of the TRS one meetsin practice. Hence, we focus on modu-
lar/incremental proofs, a case for which the search for termination preserved under
non-deterministic collapse is a particularly important issue.

Basic Features. Several criteria may be used in CiME: The standard one (all rules
strictly decrease) but alsodependency pairscriteria [1], with or without marking of
symbols, and with or without dependency graphs. Our extensions of dependency pairs
to the AC case are also implemented [3].

We use two kinds of cycle analysis for the dependency graph refinement: one which
treats all strongly connected components (and which is, thus, very efficient) and one
which treats all strongly connected parts of the graph; the latter being more powerful
but of higher complexity than the former.

The search for polynomial interpretations may be parameterized by the kind of
polynomial to restrict to (linear, simple ou simple-mixed) and by the bound of their
coefficients. In any case, AC-compatible interpretations will be used for AC-symbols.

Restricting to linear polynomials leads to fewer and easier (smaller) constraints than
restricting to more complex polynomials, but at the cost of some termination power.
Similarly, restricting to very small coefficients leads to faster constraint solving but
might be not enough to find a suitable ordering.

Thus, in order to deal with TRS with numerous rules that are common in practice,
and so as to make constraints as weak as possible, CiME makes use of powerful modular
and incremental criteria.

Modularity The algorithms at work in CiME involve powerful methods so as to dis-
cover proofs of��-termination in an incremental and modular fashion [6,7]. Thisdivide
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and conquerapproach significantly weakens constraints over orderings and decreases
their number.

TRSs may be defined in CiME as hierarchies of rewriting modules, we denote those
as Hierarchical TRS (HTRS for short), and termination proofs are performed incremen-
tally/modularly on modules constituting those extensions. In particular��-termination
of a module�� is provenonly once, and never again in a termination proof of any ex-
tension of��. The function for searching an incremental/modular termination proof of
a HTRS ish_termination. It tries to find a termination proof of the rewrite system
given as argument by providing, for each sub-hierarchy (w.r.t. topological sorting), a
suitable ordering.

Optimisations such as symbol marking and dependency graphs may be used as they
affect both CiME incremental/modular and classical termination experts.

In order to boost the efficiency of the termination expert, it may prove useful to
restrict to nonexpensive criteria on most of the incremental proof.

For instance, when searching for a proof using polynomial interpretations, such
tuning may be done with help of functionh_termination_with which takes as
first argument a list of pairscriterion, bound. They denote the kind of polynomials and
the bounds to be tried successively on a module when a search fails.

Finally, a HTRS may be considered as a hierarchy of minimal modules. HTRS are
then split up in minimal modules for termination proofs, which is particularly useful
when dealing with a huge bunch of rules in a single HTRS.

3 Example

The following TRS describes natural numbers in binary notation and multisets and com-
putes the sum of all numbers in a multiset. The termination proof using CiME is done
as follows. Firstly we enter variables, the signature and the TRS into the CiME system:

CiME> let X = vars "x y z l b";
CiME> let F = signature "

#, empty : constant ; 0,1 : postfix unary ;
singl, sum : unary ;
U : AC ; + : infix binary ;";

CiME> let R = HTRS {} F X "
(#)0 -> #; # + x -> x; x + # -> x;
(x)0 + (y)0 -> (x+y)0; (x)0 + (y)1 -> (x+y)1;
(x)1 + (y)0 -> (x+y)1; (x)1 + (y)1 -> (x+y+(#)1)0;
(x + y) + z -> x + (y + z);
empty U b -> b; sum(empty) -> (#)0;
sum(singl(x)) -> x; sum(x U y) -> sum(x) + sum(y);";

(Note the AC operatorU.) Then we may choose minimal decomposition ofR and an
incremental/modular proof using linear polynomials with coefficients in��� �� or simple
polynomials with coefficients in��� �� if no suitable linear interpretation is found.

CiME> termcrit "minimal";
CiME> h_termination_with {("linear",1);("simple",2)} R;
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In less than a second, the hierarchy is splitted up in 8 modules (6 of which yieldingno
constraint) and we obtain interpretations for the remaining 2, namely for module��

�
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��	� � ��	�� �� � �	� ��	� � ��	�� ��� �	�
��	� � ��	�� �� � �	� ��	� � ��	�� ���� �	 � ��	�	�

the tool proposes:
checking each of the 1 strongly connected components :
checking component 1 (disjunction of 1 constraints)

[#] = 0;
[0](X0) = X0 + 1;
[1](X0) = 2*X0 + 2;
[+](X0,X1) = X1*X0 + X1 + 2*X0 + 1;
[’+‘](X0,X1) = X1*X0 + 2*X0;
where’+‘ is the marked copy of+, and for module�

�����	
����		� � ��������	� ��	�
����� � �	� �����	 � �����	

checking each of the 1 strongly connected components :
checking component 1 (disjunction of 1 constraints)
[#] = 0;
[0](X0) = 0;
[1](X0) = 0;
[+](X0,X1) = X1 + X0;
[empty] = 0;
[singl](X0) = X0;
[U](X0,X1) = X1 + X0 + 1;
[sum](X0) = X0;
[’sum‘](X0) = X0;
Termination proof found.
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